Breakfast Republic Brings More Morning Eats to Encinitas

Signature pancakes, egg dishes & creative breakfast plates abound
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Breakfast Republic has freshly cracked open another location of its morning-centric concept in Encinitas, which joins existing eateries in North Park and Liberty Station and proceeds another planned outpost in the East Village.

The 3,500-square-foot North County space, which includes a 700-square-foot patio, is the largest Breakfast Republic thus far. Owner Johan Engman, founder of the Rise and Shine Restaurant Group, has installed all the now-signature details, from egg-shaped salt and pepper shakers to whisk-shaped light fixtures, and added a new lounge area with egg chairs and tables. Playful sayings printed on select tables include one
that declares brunch as "the socially acceptable excuse for day drinking". It's now open daily from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
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